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In the first Seoul Arbitration Lecture, Jan Paulsson advocated broader acceptance of arbitrators’ authority to

decide issues of public policy that could affect awards and warned against “short cut” thinking as to their
applicability.

The lecture – “Do allegations of public policy condemn international arbitration to being

unpredictable”? – took place last Friday to mark the 10th anniversary of Korean law firm Bae Kim

& Lee’s specialist arbitration group and the country’s corresponding rise in the world of

international arbitration. From now on, it will be an annual event in the arbitration calendar.

Many national arbitration laws reserve to the courts the right to set aside or decline to enforce

arbitration awards that are deemed contrary to public policy – that is, fundamental values deemed

so essential to society that no deviation by private agreement can be tolerated, Paulsson

explained. Such values may be positively articulated in law or be part of an unwritten social code

deemed to be peremptory.

He made the point that such values can evolve over time and are potentially in conflict with

another fundamental value – contractual autonomy and security. Courts should accordingly

exercise restraint in setting aside awards on public policy grounds, he said.

Rather than leaving it to the courts to consider public policy issues at the enforcement stage,

Paulsson proposed that arbitrators’ party-conferred authority to finally resolve contractual

disputes should be understood to include the authority to decide any such issues that arise, at

least insofar as public policy is reflected in law.

The oft-cited opposition of “party autonomy versus public policy” is a false one, he suggested.

Most arbitration clauses are broadly phrased and mandate arbitrators to resolve disputes, not to

protect bargains “come hell or high water”. Those disputes may include contentions of violations

of public policy, whether under the law of the forum, the stipulated governing law, or the law of the

place of performance of the contract.

In an age of compendious legislation, Paulsson said that it is surprising if something contrary to

fundamental social values is ignored by the legislature. He noted that driving through a red light

would arguably violate public policy wherever you are in the world, but that it is not necessary to

argue this since the act is also a straightforward breach of the law.

Few cases need to be decided on the basis of social values alone, without reference to

expressions of legislative intent, he said.
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Paulsson concluded the

lecture by urging arbitrators to

carefully evaluate any laws

that may evoke public policy

and that could have a bearing

on their final award. They

should consider not only the

express language of the laws

but also their function and

application, including whether

they have fallen into disuse or

are not applied uniformly, he

said.

To underscore the need to think deeply about such issues, Paulsson framed his lecture with

reference to the work of cognitive psychologist Daniel Kahneman, who won the Nobel prize in

economics a decade ago for research on human decision-making.

Paulsson noted Kahneman’s distinction between so-called “fast” and “slow” thinking to resolve

questions that confront us. Though we often resist the more taxing "slow thinking," it may be

essential to avoid a “short-cut” answer that is incorrect, he said.

In the past, some courts have fallen into this trap when dealing with public policy questions, he

said.

The lecture was attended by some 250 guests, many of whom had travelled direct from the ICCA

Congress in Seoul. The secretary general of the Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre,

Chiann Bao, says Paulsson’s lecture offered “weighty and provocative insights regarding the

invalidation of arbitral awards on grounds of public policy”.

“I was especially struck by his point that contractual security itself is a fundamental social value,

which should be restricted only where it is justifiably trumped by some other social value,” she tells

GAR. “Like most profound conclusions, it is one whose impact is magnified by how obvious it is in

retrospect.”

James Castello, a partner in the Paris office of King & Spalding, says that Paulsson’s ultimate

answer to the question posed in the lecture’s title appeared to be a negative one – “provided that

future arbitrators and courts are willing to reflect more deeply on whether a party’s claims really

contravene public policy or are merely linked in some fashion to an alleged transgression”.

But Castello warns against leaping to a “short cut” conclusion about Paulsson’s message.

“Packed with erudite ideas and historical research, the lecture will repay a careful reading once it

is published,” he says.

Both Bao and Castello add that future lecturers in the series will have a difficult time living up to

Paulsson’s standard.

Bae Kim & Lee was the first Korean firm to establish a dedicated international arbitration practice

group in 2002, spearheaded by partners Kap-You (Kevin) Kim and John Bang. The practice,

which features in the GAR 100, has since grown to 16 members.

Several leading Seoul firms have since established similar teams, assisting Korea’s development

as a mature market for the practice of international arbitration. In the past, Paulsson has said that

“no country has seen faster development in less time than Korea […] a testament to the far

sightedness and determination of its remarkably dynamic legal community, which has been

transformed in the course of a single generation”.

Welcoming guests to the lecture, Bang thanked all the dedicated lawyers, paralegals, translators,

interns and staff, past and present, who have helped to build Bae Kim & Lee’s practice.
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Kim went on to thank the firm’s clients in Korea for their quick and willing acceptance of

international arbitration as a means of resolving disputes, Korean practitioners in general for their

swift adoption of international best practice, and lawyers and arbitrators around the world for their

contributions to building this robust practice area.

The lecture took place at the Seoul Convention Illumina Hall, where multi-media facilities were

used to display pre-recorded congratulatory remarks from a number of prominent figures who

were unable to attend, including the president of the Korean Commercial Arbitration Board Daisoo

Kweon, Justice Young-Joon Mok of the Constitutional Court of Korea and Hong Kong-based

arbitrator Neil Kaplan QC, of King & Wood Mallesons.

Words of welcome from Bae Kim & Lee arbitration group members also flashed up, along with

commemorative photos.

The event was followed by a dinner, with a toast delivered by the secretary general of the ICC

International Court of Arbitration, Jason Fry.

Paulsson practises at Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer.

The content of the lecture was reported to GAR by David MacArthur, a foreign legal consultant at Bae Kim &

Lee, and others.

Guests included:

Chiann Bao, secretary general of the HKIAC

James Castello of King & Spalding in Paris

Neil Iksung Chang of Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer in Hong Kong (alumnus of Bae Kim & Lee’s

arbitration group)

Jason Fry, secretary general of the ICC International Court of Arbitration

Hilary Heilbron QC of Brick Court Chambers in London

Brenda Horrigan of Herbert Smith in Shanghai

Naoki Iguchi of Nagashima Ohno & Tsunematsu in Tokyo

Chan Hock Keng and Chou Sean Yu of Wong Partnership in Singapore

Nicholas Lingard of Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer in Tokyo

Urs Lustenberger of Lustenberger Glaus & Partners in Zurich

James Morrison of Allens Arthur Robinson in Sydney (alumnus of Bae Kim & Lee’s arbitration

group)

Tom Moxham, special counsel of Sydney Business Lawyers

Wayne Muddle SC of Wentworth Chambers in Sydney

Christopher Tahbaz of Debevoise & Plimpton in Hong Kong and New York

Hiroyuki Tezuka and Azusa Saito of Nishimura & Asahi in Tokyo

Junghye June Yeum of Baker & McKenzie in New York

Young Moo Shin, president of the Korean Bar Association

Hi Taek Shin, professor of law at Seoul National University

Representatives of the arbitration practice groups of other major Korean firms and present and
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former members of Bae Kim & Lee’s group.
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